Relax, Refresh
Rejuvenate

Your personal wellness center perfect for any time you want to relax your muscles and joints, refresh your body, and youthfully rejuvenate your skin.

Relaxation is one spa session away! With the Veranda you can finally relax and unwind as your stress melts away with every minute you spend in this heavenly spa! Two person seating means you can relax with company!

Fountain of Youth™ is a new patented hydrotherapy that rejuvenates your body and skin making you look younger and feel better. The gentle effervescent sensation and silky feel of the water are signs that your body is benefiting from the super-saturated water filled with billions of oxygen-rich micro-bubbles.

These micro-bubbles increase oxygen levels in the water and blanket your body energizing skin cells, stimulating the immune system, improving collagen production, killing bacteria, and promoting healing. Hydrate your body, soothe your skin, and reduce fine lines and wrinkles with the Fountain of Youth™.

Soaking No Pumps or Jets on
Fountain of Youth
Jets Pumps on
No Pumps or Jets on

Fountain of Youth™ is a new patented hydrotherapy that rejuvenates your body and skin making you look younger and feel better. The gentle effervescent sensation and silky feel of the water are signs that your body is benefiting from the super-saturated water filled with billions of oxygen-rich micro-bubbles.

These micro-bubbles increase oxygen levels in the water and blanket your body energizing skin cells, stimulating the immune system, improving collagen production, killing bacteria, and promoting healing. Hydrate your body, soothe your skin, and reduce fine lines and wrinkles with the Fountain of Youth™.

86" L x 48" W x 33" D
**RELAX**

- **VERANDA V-418B**
  - 18 Stainless Steel Jets
  - 1 x 2.0 BHP; HD Power Frame Pump
  - 110V / 240V Operating Voltage
  - Plug & Play
  - Waterfall Handrail
  - 50 Sq. Ft. Bio-Clean™ Filter with Teleweir
  - Spa LED Light
  - whisperPower Unit™ Equipment with Digital Top Side
  - Waterfall Handrail
  - 50 Sq. Ft. Bio-Clean™ Filter with Teleweir
  - Underwater Multi Color LED Lighting Package
  - Whisper Power Unit™ Equipment with Digital Top Side
  - WhisperHot™ 5.5 kW Titanium Heater
  - Thermo-Shield™ Insulation with ABS Bottom Molded Tray
  - Cal Preferred™ Synthetic Vertical Cabinet - Smoke
  - 4” to 2.5” Folding Hydro-Armor™ Spa Cover
  - UL, CEC and VGB Approved

- **VERANDA V-420B**
  - 20 Stainless Steel Jets
  - 1 x 2.0 BHP; HD Power Frame Pump
  - 110V / 240V Operating Voltage
  - Plug & Play
  - Waterfall Handrail
  - 50 Sq. Ft. Bio-Clean™ Filter with Teleweir
  - Underwater Multi Color LED Lighting Package
  - Whisper Power Unit™ Equipment with Digital Top Side
  - WhisperHot™ 5.5 kW Titanium Heater
  - Thermo-Shield™ Insulation with ABS Bottom Molded Tray
  - Cal Preferred™ Synthetic Vertical Cabinet - Smoke
  - 4” to 2.5” Folding Hydro-Armor™ Spa Cover
  - UL, CEC and VGB Approved

- **VERANDA V-422B**
  - 22 Stainless Steel Jets
  - 1 x 5.0 BHP; HD Power Frame Pump
  - 240V Operating Voltage
  - Multi Color LED Waterfall Handrail
  - 50 Sq. Ft. Bio-Clean™ Filter with Teleweir
  - Underwater Multi Color LED Lighting Package
  - Whisper Power Unit™ Equipment with Digital Top Side
  - WhisperHot™ 5.5 kW Titanium Heater
  - Thermo-Shield™ Insulation with ABS Bottom Molded Tray
  - Cal Preferred™ Synthetic Vertical Cabinet - Smoke
  - 4” to 2.5” Folding Hydro-Armor™ Spa Cover
  - UL, CEC and VGB Approved

**REFRESH**

- **VERANDA V-418B**
  - 18 Stainless Steel Jets
  - 1 x 2.0 BHP; HD Power Frame Pump
  - 110V / 240V Operating Voltage
  - Plug & Play
  - Waterfall Handrail
  - 50 Sq. Ft. Bio-Clean™ Filter with Teleweir
  - Spa LED Light
  - whisperPower Unit™ Equipment with Digital Top Side
  - Waterfall Handrail
  - 50 Sq. Ft. Bio-Clean™ Filter with Teleweir
  - Underwater Multi Color LED Lighting Package
  - Whisper Power Unit™ Equipment with Digital Top Side
  - WhisperHot™ 5.5 kW Titanium Heater
  - Thermo-Shield™ Insulation with ABS Bottom Molded Tray
  - Cal Preferred™ Synthetic Vertical Cabinet - Smoke
  - 4” to 2.5” Folding Hydro-Armor™ Spa Cover
  - UL, CEC and VGB Approved

- **VERANDA V-420B**
  - 20 Stainless Steel Jets
  - 1 x 2.0 BHP; HD Power Frame Pump
  - 110V / 240V Operating Voltage
  - Plug & Play
  - Waterfall Handrail
  - 50 Sq. Ft. Bio-Clean™ Filter with Teleweir
  - Underwater Multi Color LED Lighting Package
  - Whisper Power Unit™ Equipment with Digital Top Side
  - WhisperHot™ 5.5 kW Titanium Heater
  - Thermo-Shield™ Insulation with ABS Bottom Molded Tray
  - Cal Preferred™ Synthetic Vertical Cabinet - Smoke
  - 4” to 2.5” Folding Hydro-Armor™ Spa Cover
  - UL, CEC and VGB Approved

- **VERANDA V-422B**
  - 22 Stainless Steel Jets
  - 1 x 5.0 BHP; HD Power Frame Pump
  - 240V Operating Voltage
  - Multi Color LED Waterfall Handrail
  - 50 Sq. Ft. Bio-Clean™ Filter with Teleweir
  - Underwater Multi Color LED Lighting Package
  - Whisper Power Unit™ Equipment with Digital Top Side
  - WhisperHot™ 5.5 kW Titanium Heater
  - Thermo-Shield™ Insulation with ABS Bottom Molded Tray
  - Cal Preferred™ Synthetic Vertical Cabinet - Smoke
  - 4” to 2.5” Folding Hydro-Armor™ Spa Cover
  - UL, CEC and VGB Approved
  - Pure Silk™ Ozonator with Mazzie Injector System
  - Freedom™ Sound System with Subwoofer, Bluetooth and (2) Speakers

**REJUVENATE**

- **VERANDA V-418B**
  - 18 Stainless Steel Jets
  - 1 x 2.0 BHP; HD Power Frame Pump
  - 110V / 240V Operating Voltage
  - Plug & Play
  - Waterfall Handrail
  - 50 Sq. Ft. Bio-Clean™ Filter with Teleweir
  - Spa LED Light
  - whisperPower Unit™ Equipment with Digital Top Side
  - Waterfall Handrail
  - 50 Sq. Ft. Bio-Clean™ Filter with Teleweir
  - Underwater Multi Color LED Lighting Package
  - Whisper Power Unit™ Equipment with Digital Top Side
  - WhisperHot™ 5.5 kW Titanium Heater
  - Thermo-Shield™ Insulation with ABS Bottom Molded Tray
  - Cal Preferred™ Synthetic Vertical Cabinet - Smoke
  - 4” to 2.5” Folding Hydro-Armor™ Spa Cover
  - UL, CEC and VGB Approved

- **VERANDA V-420B**
  - 20 Stainless Steel Jets
  - 1 x 2.0 BHP; HD Power Frame Pump
  - 110V / 240V Operating Voltage
  - Plug & Play
  - Waterfall Handrail
  - 50 Sq. Ft. Bio-Clean™ Filter with Teleweir
  - Underwater Multi Color LED Lighting Package
  - Whisper Power Unit™ Equipment with Digital Top Side
  - WhisperHot™ 5.5 kW Titanium Heater
  - Thermo-Shield™ Insulation with ABS Bottom Molded Tray
  - Cal Preferred™ Synthetic Vertical Cabinet - Smoke
  - 4” to 2.5” Folding Hydro-Armor™ Spa Cover
  - UL, CEC and VGB Approved

- **VERANDA V-422B**
  - 22 Stainless Steel Jets
  - 1 x 5.0 BHP; HD Power Frame Pump
  - 240V Operating Voltage
  - Multi Color LED Waterfall Handrail
  - 50 Sq. Ft. Bio-Clean™ Filter with Teleweir
  - Underwater Multi Color LED Lighting Package
  - Whisper Power Unit™ Equipment with Digital Top Side
  - WhisperHot™ 5.5 kW Titanium Heater
  - Thermo-Shield™ Insulation with ABS Bottom Molded Tray
  - Cal Preferred™ Synthetic Vertical Cabinet - Smoke
  - 4” to 2.5” Folding Hydro-Armor™ Spa Cover
  - UL, CEC and VGB Approved
  - Pure Silk™ Ozonator with Mazzie Injector System
  - Freedom™ Sound System with Subwoofer, Bluetooth and (2) Speakers
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